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Roc k y Mountain Books
rmbooks.com
Alberta Book: Photographs by George Webber
George Webber, Fred Stenson, Rosemary Griebel
George Webber’s latest book of photography focuses on the 
vernacular architecture, abandoned townscapes and fading 
commercial signage from 1950s and 1960s rural Alberta.

Calgary through the Eyes of Writers
Shaun Hunter
A literary journey around Calgary as seen through the eyes of 
writers, from its frontier beginnings to today’s contemporary city.

Univer sit y of Calgary Press
press.ucalgary.ca
Orange Chinook: Politics in the New Alberta 
Duane Bratt, Keith Brownsey, Richard Sutherland, David Taras
The first scholarly analysis of the unprecedented NDP victory  
in the 2015 Alberta Provincial Elections, Orange Chinook explores  
the election, the NDP in power, and looks forward to what  
Alberta’s political future may hold. 

Reconsidering Confederation: Canada’s 
Founding Debates 1864–1999
Daniel Heidt
July 1st 1867 is celebrated as Canada’s Confederation, but 1867  
was only the beginning. This book brings together leading 
constitutional historians to explore how provinces, territories,  
and Treaty areas became the political frameworks we know today.

Univer sit y of Alberta Press
uap.ualberta.ca
Magnetic North: Sea Voyage to Svalbard
Jenna Butler
From the endangered Canadian boreal forest to the environmentally 
threatened Svalbard archipelago off the coast of Norway, Jenna 
Butler takes us on a sea voyage that connects continents and traces 
the impacts of climate change on northern lands. 

Waiting: An Anthology of Essays
Rona Altrows and Julie Sedivy
Waiting, that most human of experiences, saturates all of our lives. 
We spend part of each day waiting—for birth, death, appointments, 
acceptance, forgiveness, redemption. These thirty-two personal 
essays are as much about hope as about waiting.

The Stories Were Not Told
Sandra Semchuk
From 1914 to 1920, thousands of men who had immigrated to 
Canada from the Austro-Hungarian Empire were imprisoned as 
“enemy aliens.” Through oral history and photography, Sandra 
Semchuk examines the consequences of Canada’s first internment. 

Sam Steele: A Biography
Rod Macleod
Drawing on the vast Steele archive at the University of Alberta, 
this comprehensive biography vividly recounts some of the most 
significant events of the first fifty years of Canadian Confederation 
from the perspective of a military leader.

Athaba sca Univer sit y Press
aupress.ca
What We Are When We Are / Kaj smo, ko smo
Cvetka Lipuš, translated by Tom Priestly
A rhythmic and melodious bilingual collection of poems by Cvetka 
Lipuš. Her work, known for its lexical beauty, dwells on topics of 
time and space which she handles in a revolving, irreverent manner.

The Law is (Not) for Kids: A Legal Rights Guide  
for Canadian Children and Teens
Ned Lecic and Marvin Zuker
A practical guide to the law for Canada’s young people meant to 
empower and educate children and youth.

NeWest Press 
newestpress.com
The Eavesdroppers
Rosie Chard
When social researcher Bill Harcourt puts an advertisement in  
the newspaper for ‘listeners’, he anticipates that his eavesdroppers 
will discover insights into public opinion. He never could have 
predicted what they come up with...

Left
Theanna Bischoff
Twenty-nine-year-old Natasha Bell went for an evening jog, just  
like any other night – except now no one knows where she is. 
As days stretch into months and months stretch into years, the 
evidence that emerges seems only to complicate the picture...

Paper Caskets
Emilia Danielewska
Divided into four parts, Paper Caskets proposes a poetics of the 
box — as coffin, as prose parameters of the page, as photograph, 
and as state of mind and body in the face of death.

Sea of Cortez
Garry Ryan
After a series of assassinations rocks Calgary’s underworld, 
Detective Lane is conscripted along with his husband Arthur into 
working undercover to seek out links in the Mexico–Canada drug 
connection and stop the violence.

The Mighty Carlins and Other Plays
Collin Doyle

Award-winning playwright Collin Doyle has crafted three gripping 
plays that display a keen understanding of human relationships, 
both functional and dysfunctional.

Freehand Books
freehand-books.com
Twin Studies
Keith Maillard
An engrossing, timely, and contemporary novel about the bonds 
between twins, about gender and identity, and about the messy 
complexities of modern family life—the much-anticipated new 
novel from acclaimed writer Keith Maillard.
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